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Validation in (Computer) Science

I Two classical approaches for validation:
� Formal: equations, proofs, etc.
� Experimental, on a scientific instrument

I Often a mix of both:
� In Physics, Chemistry, Biology, etc.
� In Computer Science
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DC & networking: peculiar fields in CS
I Performance and scalability are central to results

� But depend greatly on the environment (hardware, network,
software stack, etc.)

� Many contributions are about fighting the environment
F Making the most out of limited, complex and different resources

(e.g. memory/storage hierarchy, asynchronous communications)
F Handling performance imbalance, noise

; asynchronism, load balancing
F Handling faults ; fault tolerance, recovery mechanisms
F Hiding complexity ; abstractions: middlewares, runtimes

I Validation of most contributions require experiments
� Formal validation often intractable or unsuitable
� Even for more theoretical work ; simulation (SimGrid, CloudSim)

I Experimenting is difficult and time-consuming. . . but often neglected
� Everybody is doing it, not so many people are talking about it
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This talk

1 Panorama: experimental methodologies, tools, testbeds

2 Grid’5000: a large-scale testbed for distributed computing
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Experimental methodologies

Simulation

1 Model application
2 Model environment
3 Compute interactions

Real-scale experiments

Execute the real application
on real machines

Complementary solutions:
, Work on algorithms
, More scalable, easier

, Work with real applications
, Perceived as more realistic
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From ideas to applications

Whiteboard

Simulator

Experimental
Facility

Production
Platform

Idea Algorithm Prototype Application

Grid’5000
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Example testbed: PlanetLab (2002→ ~2012)2

I 700-1000 nodes (generally two per physical location)
I Heavily used to study network services, P2P, network connectivity
I Users get slices: sets of virtual machines
I Limitations:

� Shared nodes (varying & low computation power)
� "Real" Internet:

F Unstable experimental conditions
F Nodes mostly connected to GREN ; not really representative

2Brent Chun et al. “Planetlab: an overlay testbed for broad-coverage services”. In: ACM
SIGCOMM Computer Communication Review 33.3 (2003), pages 3–12.
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Experimental methodologies (2)

A more complete picture3:
Experimental Validation in Large-Scale Systems: a Survey of Methodologies 7

Environment

Real Model

Real
In-situ (Grid’5000,
DAS3, PlanetLab, GINI,
. . . )

Emulation (Microgrid,
Wrekavock, V-Grid,
Dummynet, TC, . . . )

A
p
p
li
ca

ti
o
n

Model
Benchmarking (SPEC,
Linpack, NAS, IOzone,
. . . )

Simulation (SimGRID,
GRIDSim, NS2, PeerSim,
P2PSim, DiskSim, . . . )

In order to test or validate a solution, one need to execute a real (or a model of an) application
on a real (or a model of an) environment. This leads to four classes of methodologies as shown in
Table 1: in-situ where we execute a real application (program, set of services, communications, etc.)
on real a environment (set of machines, OS, middleware, etc.), emulation where we execute a real
application on a model of the environment, benchmarking where we execute a model of an application on
a real environment and lastly simulation where we execute a model of an application on a model of the
environment. We strongly think that such classification is very general and applicable to other domains
that large-scale systems. However as stated above the examples will be given for this context.

3.1.1 In-situ

In situ experiments offer the least abstraction as a real application is executed at a real scale using a real
hardware. Such methodology is necessary because some complex behavior and interaction cannot always
be easily captured and then simulated or emulated. This is the case, for instance for some operating
system features (such as the process scheduling strategy, the paging algorithm, etc.); some hardware
characteristics such as hyperthreading, cache management, multicore processors; runtime performance:
two different implementation of the same standard (for instance MPI) can have different performances.
However, using real machines may hinder the reproducibility as it is difficult to control the network traffic
or the CPU usage, especially in case of shared machines. In order to tackle this problem, it is possible
to design and build real scale environments dedicated to experiments. Among these environments we
have: Das-3 [15], Grid’5000 [16, 17] or Planet-Lab [18]. We will discuss the respective merits of these
frameworks in Section 4.1.

3.1.2 Emulation

An emulator targets to build a set of synthetic experimental conditions for executing a real application.
Hence, contrary to the in-situ approach, the environment is modeled. We can distinguish two types
of emulators. A first one is based on virtual machines that execute the program in a confined way
(a sandbox). If plain virtual machine systems such as Xen [19] or QEMU [20] are not real emulators
(they are not designed for that purpose), virtualization is a technology that can be used as the basis for
emulation as it allows several guests to be executed on the same physical resource. This is for instance
the approach taken by Microgrid [21]. A second approach consists in having the application executed
directly on the hardware (without a virtual machine). In this case, the control of the environment (CPU
or network speed) is done by degrading the performance. This is the approach taken by Wrekavoc [22].
Both approaches will be discussed in Section 4.2.

3.1.3 Benchmarking

Benchmarking consists in executing a model of an application (also called a synthetic/generic application)
on a real environment. In general the goal is to quantitatively instrument these environments (being
the hardware, the operating system, the middleware, etc.). Well-known examples of benchmarks are

RR n° 6859

Two approaches for emulation:
I Start from a simulator, add API to execute unmodified applications
I Start from a real testbed, alter (degrade performance, virtualize)

3Jens Gustedt, Emmanuel Jeannot, and Martin Quinson. “Experimental Methodologies for
Large-Scale Systems: a Survey”. In: Parallel Processing Letters 19.3 (2009), pages 399–418.
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Emulator on top of a simulator: SMPI4

I SimGrid-backed MPI implementation

I Run MPI application on simulated cluster with smpicc ; smpirun

Single Node On-Line Simulation of MPI Applications with SMPI 9

as sets of point-to-point communications that may experience network contention
among themselves. This is to be contrasted with monolithic modeling of collective
communications [7, 16].

5 SMPI Design and Implementation

5.1 Overall Design

SMPI is implemented as one of SIMGRID’s APIs, and as such is built on top of
SIMGRID’s internal simulation API, called SIMIX. SIMIX provides access to the
simulation kernel, SURF, in which simulation models are implemented. SMPI supports
MPI applications written in C, which must be linked to the SMPI library in order to
execute in simulation. This software organization is depicted in Figure 1. In its current
implementation SMPI implements the following subset of the MPI standard:

• error codes, predefined datatypes, and predefined and user-defined operators;

• process groups, communicators, and their operations (except Comm split);

• these point-to-point communication primitives: Send Init, Recv Init, Start, Star-
tall, Isend, Irecv, Send, Recv, Sendrecv, Test, Testany, Wait, Waitany, Waitall, and
Waitsome;

• these collective communication primitives: Broadcast, Barrier, Gather, Gatherv,
Allgather, Allgatherv, Scatter, Scatterv, Reduce, Allreduce, Scan, Reduce scatter,
Alltoall, and Alltoallv.

MPI Application

SURF

SIMIX

Simulation kernel

SMPIOther SimGrid APIs

S
im

G
ri

d

”POSIX-like” simulation API

Figure 1: SIMGRID internal structure.

An SMPI simulation runs in a single process, with each MPI process running in its
own thread. However, these threads run sequentially, under the control of the SIMGRID

simulation kernel. This simulation kernel is thus fully sequential. This is a design choice
due to the known challenges of parallel discrete event simulation [13, 22]. The potential
drawback of a sequential kernel is that simulation time may increase drastically with the
scale of the simulation. However, SIMGRID relies on the analytical simulation models
implemented in SURF that can be computed quickly, leading to scalable simulation
capabilities.

RR n° 7426

4Pierre-Nicolas Clauss et al. “Single node on-line simulation of MPI applications with SMPI”.
In: International Parallel & Distributed Processing Symposium. 2011, pages 664–675.
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Emulator on top of the NS3 simulator: DCE5

ARP

Qdisc

TCP UDP DCCP SCTP

ICMP IPv4IPv6

Netlink
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Virtualization Core
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network simulation core
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(ip, iptables, quagga)
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struct
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Figure 1: Architecture of Direct Code Execution. Kernel network devices and timers are synchronized with

simulated NetDevice and clock.

enough computing resources are available to run the sce-

nario in real time and requires to monitor the CPU load

of the emulation machine to ensure that performance re-

sults are meaningful. This constraint significantly restricts

the range of possible experimentation scenarios that can be

evaluated. Second, since each experimental node runs in a

distributed way with CBE, identifying and debugging imple-

mentation issues of the SUT is a painful task because there

is no integrated control of the software execution.

Therefore, we argue that it is important to satisfy the two

following requirements in addition to the aforementioned:

Experimentation scalability. The range of possible

experimentation scenarios should not be limited by the re-

sources of the machine that run the experiments.

Easy debugging. It should be easy to identify possible

issues in the SUT and debug them, in particular in presence

of a distributed system running on multiple nodes.

In this paper, we aim to satisfy all of the five above-

mentioned requirements by proposing Direct Code Execu-

tion (DCE), a framework that enables fully reproducible

network experimentation. DCE takes the traditional library

operating system (LibOS) approach such as Exokernel [19]

in its core architectural design to enable running and eval-

uating real network protocol implementations. Since DCE

uses a single-process model as a virtualization primitive, the

amount of glue code is relatively higher than others (as de-

tailed in Section 2.4). However, tightly integrated design

with the ns-3 discrete-event network simulator benefits from

a rich network environment allowing fully reproducible ex-

periments.

Our contributions in this paper include:

• The design and implementation of Direct Code Exe-

cution2, a framework that enables realistic and repro-

ducible network experiments at large scale with de-

bugging facilities by integrating real Linux kernel and

application code with the ns-3 network simulator.

2DCE is available at http://code.nsnam.org/ns-3-dce.

• Packet processing benchmarks to analyze its perfor-

mance and comparison with the Mininet-HiFi CBE

approach.

• Reproducible network experiments with different use

cases that demonstrate the benefits of DCE.

The paper is organized as follows: we present the design

and implementation of DCE, our proposed framework, in

Section 2. Then we present micro-benchmarks obtained with

DCE and Mininet-HiFi in Section 3, and showcase features

of DCE with different use cases in Section 4. We discuss

some future research directions in Section 5. Finally, in Sec-

tion 6, we review the prior work done to enable reproducible

network experiments and conclude the paper.

2. DCE ARCHITECTURE
The design of DCE takes its core idea from the library

operating system (LibOS) architecture [19] to satisfy the re-

quirements for reproducible network experimentation. DCE

is structured around three separate components as depicted

in Figure 1. First, the lowest-level core module handles the

virtualization of stacks, heaps, and global memory. Second,

the kernel layer takes advantage of these services to provide

an execution environment to the Linux network stack within

the network simulator. Third, the POSIX layer builds upon

the core and kernel layers to re-implement the standard

socket APIs used by emulated applications.

2.1 Virtualization Core Layer
Contrary to other user space virtualization environments

such as UML [10], DCE executes every simulated process

within the same host process. This single-process model

makes it possible to synchronize and schedule each simulated

process in turn from the simulator event loop without hav-

ing to use inter-process synchronization mechanisms. More-

over, it allows users to trace the behavior of an experiment

across multiple simulated processes without the need of a

distributed and usually complex debugger.

I Virtualization layer to manage resources for each instance (inside a
single Linux process)

I POSIX layer to emulate relevant libc functions (404 supported) to execute
unmodified Linux applications

5Hajime Tazaki et al. “Direct code execution: Revisiting library os architecture for reproducible
network experiments”. In: Proceedings of the ninth ACM conference on Emerging networking
experiments and technologies. 2013, pages 217–228.
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2nd approach: emulator on top of a real system

I Take a real system
I Degrade it to make it match experimental conditions
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Network emulation: Emulab6
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Figure 1: Emulab Architecture

networks can easily be constructed that contain both “live”
Internet links and emulated Emulab links. This ensures that
distributed nodes may be seamlessly treated as local nodes
with respect to traffic generation, routes, and IP addresses.

Simulated Links: Emulab’s deployment ofns makes
a vast wealth of simulation infrastructure accessible to an
emulated or distributed experiment. Emulab can leverage
ns’ rich and diverse protocol suite, varied statistical mod-
els, or support for wireless devices. Through its integra-
tion with Emulab,nsecan be used to simulate a large-scale
network within an emulation. For example, the NSWEB
model [44] is considered to be a very accurate web work-
load model based on SURGE [9] that can be used to gener-
ate large number of web traffic flows. The close interaction
between simulation and live protocols presents an opportu-
nity to validatens’ abstractions.

2.3 Planned Extensions:
Though these physical realizations have proven successful,
virtualization ensures Emulab is not bound to them. Plans
are underway to incorporate additional resource types.
We are constructing a WAN emulator based on the Intel
IXP1200 network processor [28] that can more scalably im-
plement congestion, route flapping, route asymmetry, router
queuing delays, and packet dropping policies. Secondly, we
plan to incorporate the powerful ModelNet [43] network
emulation platform, which should offer greater scalability
for wide-area flows. Such integration offers ModelNet’s
benefits, automatically controlled and configured through
Emulab’s existing interfaces.

3 Experiment Life Cycle
An experiment is Emulab’s central operational entity. It
represents a network configuration, including switch VLAN
mappings and path characteristics; node state, including
operating system images; and database entries, including
event traces and traffic generators to be instantiated on
nodes. The intended duration of an experiment ranges from
a few minutes to many days. Emulab places a premium on
efficient experiment creation and termination so that these

latencies are not a barrier to interactive experimentation.
When interaction is not required, Emulab can fully auto-
mate the process by scheduling and executing batch exper-
iments in the background as resources permit.

As we proceed, we develop an analogy between an ex-
periment and a Unix process. This metaphor illustrates the
life cycle of an experiment and Emulab’s role in automat-
ing and controlling the procedure. Emulab compiles anns
specification to synthesize a hardware realization of the vir-
tual topology. The specification is first parsed into an inter-
mediate representation that is stored in a database and later
allocated and “loaded” onto hardware. During experiment
execution, Emulab provides interfaces and tools for experi-
ment control and interaction. Finally, Emulab may preempt
and “swap out” an experiment.

3.1 Accessing Emulab
Emulab employs a small set of administrative nodes to pro-
vide a secure interface, as depicted in Figure 1.master-
host is a secure server for many of our critical systems, in-
cluding the web server, database, and switch management.

To minimize administrative overhead, Emulab employs
a hierarchical structure for authorization. To begin a new
project, a “leader,” e.g., a faculty member or senior stu-
dent, submits information through a straightforward web
interface. Once the project has been approved by Emulab
staff, authority and accountability is delegated to the project
leader.

The web interface provides a universally-accessible por-
tal to Emulab. Needing only a standard web browser, an ex-
perimenter may create or terminate an experiment, view the
corresponding virtual topology, or configure various node
properties. The simplicity of this interface ensures that nei-
ther manual configuration nor bureaucratic delays are a bar-
rier to experimentation.

Having created an experiment, experimenters may log di-
rectly into their allocated nodes or may log in touser-
shost , which serves as a centralized point of control. This
node is currently alsofileserver , which exports home
and project directories across an experiment and stores op-
erating system images.

3.2 Specification
Just as program text is the concrete specification of a run-
time process, annsscript written in Tcl configures an Emu-
lab experiment. This choice facilitates validation and com-
parison sincens-specified topologies and traffic genera-
tion can be seamlessly reproduced in an emulated or wide-
area environment. For the large community of researchers
well-versed inns, it provides a graceful transition from
simulation and an opportunity to leverage existing scripts.
Since Tcl is a general-purpose programming language, a re-
searcher is empowered with looping constructs, condition-
als, and arbitrary functions to drive experiment configura-
tion and execution.

3

I Use a cluster of nodes with many network interfaces

I Configure the network on the fly to create custom topologies
� With link impairement (latency, bandwidth limitation)

I Emulab: a testbed at Univ. Utah, and a software stack
� Deployed on dozens of testbed world-wide (inc. CloudLab)

In Europe: IMEC’s Virtual Wall (Ghent, Belgium)

6Brian White et al. “An integrated experimental environment for distributed systems and
networks”. In: ACM SIGOPS Operating Systems Review 36.SI (2002), pages 255–270.
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Network emulation: Modelnet7

• We demonstrate the utility of a number of tech-
niques that allow users to trade increased emu-
lation scalability for reduced accuracy. This is
required because, in general, it is impossible to
capture the full complexity of the Internet in any
controlled environment. Sample approaches in-
clude: i) progressively reducing the complexity
of the emulated topology, ii) multiplexing multi-
ple virtual edge nodes onto a single physical ma-
chine, and iii) introducing synthetic background
traffic to dynamically change network character-
istics and to inject faults.

• We illustrate the generality of our approach
through evaluation of a broad range of dis-
tributed services, including peer-to-peer sys-
tems, ad hoc wireless networking, replicated web
services, and self-organizing overlay networks.
For one of our experiments, we use ModelNet
to independently reproduce published results of
a wide-area evaluation of CFS [6].

Our intent is for the research community to adopt
large-scale network emulation as a basic methodol-
ogy for research in experimental Internet systems.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The
next section describes the ModelNet architecture.
Section 3 discusses our implementation and an eval-
uation of the system’s baseline accuracy and scala-
bility. Section 4 then discusses techniques to sup-
port accuracy versus scalability tradeoffs in large-
scale system evaluation. In Section 5, we demon-
strate the generality of our approach by using Model-
Net to evaluate a broad range of networked services.
Section 6 compares our work to related efforts and
Section 7 presents our conclusions.

2 ModelNet Architecture

Figure 1 illustrates the physical network architecture
supporting ModelNet. Users execute a configurable
number of instances of target applications on Edge
Nodes within a dedicated server cluster. Each in-
stance is a virtual edge node (VN) with a unique IP
address and corresponding location in the emulated
topology. Edge nodes can run any OS and IP net-
work stack and may execute unmodified application
binaries. To the edge nodes, an accurate emulation is
indistinguishable from direct execution on the target
network. ModelNet emulation runs in real time, so
packets traverse the emulated network with the same
rates, delays, and losses as the real network. We

Gb
Switch

100Mb
Switch

Edge
Nodes

Router
Core

Figure 1: ModelNet.

use standard administrative tools to configure edge
nodes to route their network traffic through a sepa-
rate set of servers acting as Core Routers. The core
nodes are equipped with large memories and mod-
ified FreeBSD kernels that enable them to emulate
the behavior of a configured target network under the
offered traffic load.

A key difference between ModelNet and earlier ef-
forts is that it targets the emulation of entire large-
scale topologies. Thus, ModelNet captures the ef-
fects of congestion and cross traffic on end-to-end
application behavior. To achieve this, the core routes
traffic through a network of emulated links or pipes,
each with an associated packet queue and queue-
ing discipline. Packets move through the pipes and
queues by reference; a core node never copies packet
data. Packets enter the queues as they arrive from
VNs or exit upstream pipes, and drain through the
pipes according to the pipe’s specified bandwidth,
latency, and loss rates. Each queue buffers a spec-
ified maximum number of packets; overflows result
in packet drops. When a packet exits the link net-
work, the core transmits the packet to the edge node
hosting the destination VN.

2.1 ModelNet Phases

ModelNet runs in five phases as shown in Figure 2.
The first phase, Create, generates a network topol-
ogy, a graph whose edges represent network links
and whose nodes represent clients, stubs, or tran-
sits (borrowing terminology from [3]). Sources of
target topologies include Internet traces (e.g., from
Caida), BGP dumps, and synthetic topology gener-

I Similar principle: let a cluster of nodes handle the network emulation

7Amin Vahdat et al. “Scalability and accuracy in a large-scale network emulator”. In: ACM
SIGOPS Operating Systems Review 36.SI (2002), pages 271–284.
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Network emulation: Mininet8

I Everything on a single Linux system

I Using containers technology (netns), Linux TC/netem, OpenVSwitch

I Hugely popular in the networking community due to ease of use

8Bob Lantz, Brandon Heller, and Nick McKeown. “A network in a laptop: rapid prototyping for
software-defined networks”. In: 9th ACM SIGCOMM Workshop on Hot Topics in Networks. 2010.
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CPU performance emulation: Distem9

I Reduce available CPU time using various techniques
(CPU burner, scheduler tuning, CPU frequency scaling)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

VN 1 VN 2 VN 3 Virtual node 4

CPU cores

C
P

U
pe

rfo
rm

an
ce

I Example: testing Charm++ load balancing
No load balancing (time: 473s) RefineLB (time: 443s)

9Luc Sarzyniec, Tomasz Buchert, Emmanuel Jeanvoine, and Lucas Nussbaum. “Design and
evaluation of a virtual experimental environment for distributed systems”. In: PDP. 2013.
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Time dilation: DieCast10

I Problem: when degrading performance, one can only get
slower-than-real performance

I Idea: slow down the time by a time dilation factor

I Result: hardware looks faster
4:16 D. Gupta et al.

Table II. Network Scaling

TDF Real Configuration Perceived Configuration

1 100 Mbps, 80 ms 100 Mbps, 80 ms
10 100 Mbps, 80 ms 1000 Mbps, 8 ms
10 10 Mbps, 800 ms 100 Mbps, 80 ms
1 B Mbps, L ms B Mbps, L ms
t B/t Mbps, L × t ms B Mbps, L ms

this link are configurable. For the baseline, we configure the link to have 100Mbps
bandwidth and a one-way latency of 40ms (thus the RTT is 80ms). To validate time
dilation, we observe the network performance under different time dilation factors,
maintaining the invariant that the network characteristics, such as the link band-
width and latency, as perceived by the end hosts remain unchanged.

But if the end hosts are run under a TDF of 10, they will perceive the RTT to be only
8ms, since the 80ms RTT in real time will only seem like 8ms in the dilated time frame.
Correspondingly, the end hosts will perceive a much higher bandwidth of 1000Mbps.
Clearly, this violates our desire to maintain resource equivalence. If instead the phys-
ical link is configured to have 10Mbps bandwidth and a one way delay of 400ms, then
in the dilated time frame the link will appear to have 100Mbps bandwidth and 80ms
RTT, which is precisely the desired outcome. In general, for a TDF of t, a link with
bandwidth B and one way latency L should be reconfigured with bandwidth B/t and
latency L × t. Table II summarizes this discussion.

Existing traffic shaping tools can be leveraged at the end points of a given link
for altering the network characteristics. Alternatively, since we already use network
emulation environments such as Dummynet [Rizzo 1997] and ModelNet [Vahdat et al.
2002] for our validation experiments, modifying link characteristics is a simple matter
of reconfiguring the emulated topology with the appropriately scaled bandwidth and
latency values.

3.4.2. Hardware Validation. We start by evaluating the predictive accuracy of time di-
lation using multiple generations of hardware. One of the key motivations for time
dilation is as a predictive tool, such as predicting the performance and behavior of
protocol and application implementations on future higher-performance network hard-
ware. To validate time dilation’s predictive accuracy, we use dilation on older hardware
to predict TCP throughput as if we were using recent hardware. We then compare the
predicted performance with the actual performance when using recent hardware.

We use time dilation on three hardware configurations, listed in Table III, such
that each configuration resembles a 2.5GHz processor with a 500Mbps NIC, under
the coarse assumption that CPU performance roughly scales with processor frequency.
The base hardware configurations are 500MHz and 1.13GHz Pentium III machines
with 10/100Mbps and 1Gbps network interfaces, respectively, and a 2.6GHz Pentium
IV machine with a 1Gbps network interface. In cases where the base hardware was
not available (a 250Mbps or a 500Mbps NIC, for instance), we restrict the available
bandwidth on the 1Gbps interfaces using standard traffic shaping tools.

For each hardware configuration, we measure the TCP throughput of 50 flows com-
municating with another identical machine. Using Dummynet [Rizzo 1997], we config-
ure the network between the hosts to have an effective RTT of 80ms. We then calculate
the mean per-flow throughput and standard deviation across all flows. As Table III
shows, both the mean and deviation of per-flow throughput are consistent across the
hardware configurations, which span over an order of magnitude of difference in hard-
ware performance. For example, time dilation using a 500MHz CPU with a 100Mbps

ACM Transactions on Computer Systems, Vol. 29, No. 2, Article 4, Publication date: May 2011.

I Note: time dilation and shifting would be much more interesting

10Diwaker Gupta et al. “DieCast: Testing distributed systems with an accurate scale model”.
In: ACM Transactions on Computer Systems (TOCS) 29.2 (2011), page 4.
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Testbeds
Difficult to survey:
I Moving targets (papers often outdated, need to look at tutorials or papers

using the testbed)
� Like software, but worse

I Both scientific objects and scientific instruments, with their own life

Typical questions:
I What kind of resources are provided? (target fields)

I How much can the experimenter control? (what can be changed?)

I What kind of guarantees are provided about the environment?

I What additional services are provided (e.g. monitoring)?

I What is the interface (API) to use the testbed?

I What is the current status ? (throw-away prototypes, churn due to
project-based funding)

Lucas Nussbaum Scaling your experiments 17 / 52



Internet of Things: FIT IoT-Lab11

I 2769 wireless sensors (from WSN430 to Cortex A8)
I 7 sites (Grenoble, Lille, Strasbourg, Saclay, Rennes, IMT Paris, Lyon)
I Also mobile robots
I Typical experiment: IoT communication protocols

https://www.iot-lab.info/
11Cedric Adjih et al. “FIT IoT-LAB: A large scale open experimental IoT testbed”. In: IEEE 2nd

World Forum on Internet of Things (WF-IoT). 2015.
Lucas Nussbaum Scaling your experiments 18 / 52
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Wireless (WiFi, 4G/LTE, SDR): CorteXlab12, R2lab

I Sets of customizable wireless nodes in an anechoic chamber
I For experiments on the physical layer

http://www.cortexlab.fr

https://r2lab.inria.fr

12Albdelbassat Massouri et al. “CorteXlab: An Open FPGA-based Facility for Testing SDR &
Cognitive Radio Networks in a Reproducible Environment”. In: INFOCOM’2014 Demo/Poster
Session. 2014.
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Software Defined Networking: OFELIA13

I Set of sites (islands); each site hosts OpenFlow-enabled switches
I Users control their OpenFlow controller, and VM to act as sources/sinks

13Marc Suñé et al. “Design and implementation of the OFELIA FP7 facility: The European
OpenFlow testbed”. In: Computer Networks 61 (2014), pages 132–150.
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Internet-scale: PlanetLab (2002→ ~2012)14

I 700-1000 nodes (generally two per physical location)
I Heavily used to study network services, P2P, network connectivity
I Follow-ups:

� Planet-Lab Europe
� Nornet (+ Mobile Broadband)

NorNet Edge has proven to be a successful long-term 
platform to measure reliability of MBB networks

The testbed is counting its third year of operations: 24 billion data points

Maintaining the high number of active nodes remains challenging

More nodes and more focus on LTE and mobility are the next steps

Exploring opportunities to build a small experimental LTE network in-house

Questions?

14Brent Chun et al. “Planetlab: an overlay testbed for broad-coverage services”. In: ACM
SIGCOMM Computer Communication Review 33.3 (2003), pages 3–12.
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Internet measurements: RIPE ATLAS

I 9700 probes

I To perform network measurements: ping, traceroute, DNS, SSL/TLS, . . .

https://atlas.ripe.net/
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Broadband Internet: DSL-Lab (ANR JC 2005)15

I 40 nodes connected to
Broadband ISPs in France

I With root access on the node and
remote recovery mechanism

15Gilles Fedak et al. “DSL-Lab: a Low-power Lightweight Platform to Experiment on Domestic
Broadband Internet”. In: ISPDC. 2010.
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Clouds, data centers

I Grid’5000, Emulab/Cloudlab, Chameleon

I Discussed in the second half of this talk
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Federations of testbeds

I Identity-level federation
� Enable users to use several testbeds with same credentials

I API-level federation
� Provide the same interface on/for several testbeds

I Data-plane federation
� Combine resources from several testbeds during an experiment
� Two main use cases:

F Different testbeds (e.g. Cloud/Edge scenarios, with experiment
control at both ends)

F Similar testbeds ; more resources, more distributed
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GENI16

I The flagship project of testbed federation

I A large-scale distributed testbed, or a tightly integrated federation of
aggregates, providing either compute resources (racks) or networking
� InstaGENI racks (32 currently):

F Descendant from the Emulab software stack
F Providing VMs (Xen) or raw PCs
F HP hardware

� ExoGENI racks (12 currently):
F VMs using OpenStack, or Xen, or OpenVZ
F Some racks with bare-metal nodes (xCAT)
F IBM hardware

� AL2S, MAX: providing network interconnection between racks

I Also the main developer of the GENI API, used by other federations

16Rick McGeer, Mark Berman, Chip Elliott, and Robert Ricci. The GENI Book. 1st. Springer
Publishing Company, Incorporated, 2016. ISBN: 978-3-319-33769-2.
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Fed4FIRE
I European federation of about 20 testbeds
I Diverse: wired networking, wireless/5G, IoT, OpenFlow, Cloud

https://www.fed4fire.eu/
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FIT federation
I French federation of testbeds, funded by Equipex
I Gathers:

� An IoT testbed: FIT IoT-Lab
� Wireless testbeds: FIT CorteXLab, FIT UPMC Lab, FIT R2Lab,

FIT NC Lab
� Cloud testbeds: two OpenStack instances, one Emulab instance
� A unified portal (OneLab)
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Wrapping-up on testbeds

I Many different testbeds are available

I Should you build your own, or use an existing one?
� Trade-off between control/flexibility, and readiness

� Scale?

� Long-term maintenance?

I Most testbeds offer free accounts to academia
� Fed4FIRE has an Open Calls program
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The Grid’5000 testbed

I A large-scale testbed for distributed computing
� 8 sites, 30 clusters, 840 nodes, 8490 cores

� Dedicated 10-Gbps backbone network

� 550 users and 100 publications per year

I A meta-grid, meta-cloud, meta-cluster, meta-data-center:

� Used by CS researchers in HPC / Clouds / Big Data / Networking

� To experiment in a fully controllable and observable environment

� Similar problem space as Chameleon and Cloudlab (US)

� Design goals:
F Support high-quality, reproducible experiments

F On a large-scale, shared infrastructure
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Landscape – cloud & experimentation

I Public cloud infrastructures (AWS, Azure, Google, etc.)
� / No information/guarantees on placement, multi-tenancy, real

performance

I Private clouds: Shared observable infrastructures
� , Monitoring & measurement
� / No control over infrastructure settings
� ; Ability to understand experiment results

I Bare-metal as a service, fully reconfigurable infrastructure (Grid’5000)
� , Control/alter all layers, including virtualization technology,

operating system, networking
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Recent results from Grid’5000 users
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HPC: In Situ Analytics17

Goal: improve organization of simulation and data analysis phases
I Simulate on a cluster; move data; post-mortem analysis

� Unsuitable for Exascale (data volume, time)
I Solution: analyze on nodes, during simulation

� Between or during simulation phases? dedicated core? node?

Grid’5000 used for development and test, because control:
I Of the software environment (MPI stacks)
I Of CPU performance settings (Hyperthreading)
I Of networking settings (Infiniband QoS)

Then evaluation at a larger scale on the Froggy supercomputer (CIMENT
center, Grenoble)

17Matthieu Dreher and Bruno Raffin. “A Flexible Framework for Asynchronous in Situ and in
Transit Analytics for Scientific Simulations”. In: CCGrid. 2014.
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Cloud: DISCOVERY project
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Goal: design a distributed IaaS cloud, based on OpenStack
I Move services as close as possible to users

� Legal reasons, network latency
I Leverage regional data centers
I Increase resillience (no SPOF)
I P2P and self-* approaches

Grid’5000 as a testbed already provides:
I Start and control your own OpenStack
I Possibly modified
I Running at large scale

Collaborations:
I Inria, RENATER, Orange, Mines Nantes

http://beyondtheclouds.github.io/
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Big Data: smart power meters18

I Goal: which big data solution for Linky smart meters data?

I Collaboration with ERDF

I 4 Big Data solutions installed and compared on Grid’5000
� Postgres-XL, Hadoop, Spark, Cassandra
� Up to 140 nodes
� 1.7 TB of data (≈ 5 million meters, 1 mes/h, 1 year)

18Houssem Chihoub and Christine Collet. “A scalability comparison study of smart meter data
management approaches”. In: Grid’5000 Winter School. 2016.
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Outline

1 Discovering resources from their description

2 Reconfiguring the testbed to meet experimental needs

3 Monitoring experiments, extracting and analyzing data

4 Data management

5 Improving control and description of experiments
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Discovering resources from their description
I Describing resources ; understand results

� Covering nodes, network equipment, topology
� Machine-parsable format (JSON) ; scripts
� Archived (State of testbed 6 months ago?)

I Verifying the description
� Avoid inaccuracies/errors ; wrong results
� Could happen frequently: maintenance,

broken hardware (e.g. RAM)
� Our solution: g5k-checks

F Runs at node boot (or manually by users)
F Acquires info using OHAI, ethtool, etc.
F Compares with Reference API

I Selecting resources
� OAR database filled from Reference API

oarsub -p "wattmeter=’YES’ and gpu=’YES’"

oarsub -l "cluster=’a’/nodes=1+cluster=’b’ and

eth10g=’Y’/nodes=2,walltime=2"
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Reconfiguring the testbed

I Typical needs:
� Install specific software

� Modify the kernel

� Run custom distributed middlewares (Cloud, HPC, Grid)

� Keep a stable (over time) software environment

I Likely answer on any production facility: you can’t

I Or:
� Install in $HOME, modules ; no root access, handle custom paths

� Use virtual machines ; experimental bias (performance), limitations

� Containers: kernel is shared ; various limitations
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Reconfiguring the testbed

sit
e A

sit
e B

default VLAN
routing between
Grid’5000 sites

global VLANs
all nodes connected
at level 2, no routingSSH gw

local, isolated VLAN
only accessible through

a SSH gateway connected
to both networks

routed VLAN
separate level 2 network,
reachable through routing

I Operating System reconfiguration with Kadeploy:
� Provides a Hardware-as-a-Service cloud infrastructure

� Enable users to deploy their own software stack & get root access

� Scalable, efficient, reliable and flexible:
200 nodes deployed in ~5 minutes

I Customize networking environment with KaVLAN
� Protect the testbed from experiments (Grid/Cloud middlewares)

� Avoid network pollution

� Create custom topologies

� By reconfiguring VLANS ; almost no overhead
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Creating and sharing Kadeploy images

I When doing manual customization:
� Easy to forget some changes

� Difficult to describe

� The full image must be provided

� Cannot really serve as a basis for future experiments
(similar to binary vs source code)

I Kameleon: Reproducible generation of software appliances
� Using recipes (high-level description)

� Persistent cache to allow re-generation without external resources
(Linux distribution mirror) ; self-contained archive

� Supports Kadeploy images, LXC, Docker, VirtualBox, qemu, etc.

http://kameleon.imag.fr/
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Changing experimental conditions

I Reconfigure experimental conditions with Distem
� Introduce heterogeneity in an homogeneous cluster
� Emulate complex network topologies

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

VN 1 VN 2 VN 3 Virtual node 4

CPU cores

C
P

U
pe

rfo
rm

an
ce

n3

n1

n2

←5 Mbps, 10ms

10 Mbps, 5ms→
if0

←
1 Mbps, 30ms

1 Mbps, 30ms→

if0

←
100 Mbps, 3ms

100 Mbps, 1ms→

if0

n4

n5

←4 Mbps, 12ms

6 Mbps, 16ms→
if1

←
10 Kbps, 200ms

20 Kbps, 100ms→

if0

←
200 Kbps, 30ms

512 Kbps, 40ms→ if0

http://distem.gforge.inria.fr/
(Including a tutorial about OpenFlow and P4)
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Monitoring experiments

Goal: enable users to understand what happens during their experiment

I System-level probes (usage of CPU, memory, disk, with Ganglia)

I Infrastructure-level probes
� Network, power consumption
� Captured at high frequency (≈1 Hz)
� Live visualization
� REST API
� Long-term storage
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Data management

I Already available: file-based and block-based storage
� Storage5k
� Managed Ceph clusters in Rennes and Nantes
� OSIRIM: large storage space made available by the OSIRIM project

in Toulouse

I Currently in beta: reservation of disks on nodes, to store large datasets
between nodes reservations

I Missing: long-term archival of experiment data
� Probably not a good idea to solve this on our own

; Data repository sponsored by Inria, CNRS, or another institution?
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Improving control and description of experiments

I Legacy way of performing experiments: shell commands
/ time-consuming
/ error-prone
/ details tend to be forgotten over time

I Promising solution: automation of experiments
; Executable description of experiments

I Similar problem-space as configuration mgmt, infrastructure as code
� But not just the initial setup

I Support from the testbed: Grid’5000 RESTful API
(Resource selection, reservation, deployment, monitoring)
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Tools for automation of experiments

Several projects around Grid’5000 (but not specific to Grid’5000):
I g5k-campaign (Grid’5000 tech team)
I Expo (Cristian Ruiz)
I Execo (Mathieu Imbert)
I XPFlow (Tomasz Buchert)

Features:
I Facilitate scripting of experiments in high-level languages (Ruby, Python)

I Provide useful and efficient abstractions :19

� Testbed management
� Local & remote execution of commands
� Data management

I Engines or workflows for more complex processes

19Tomasz Buchert, Cristian Ruiz, Lucas Nussbaum, and Olivier Richard. “A survey of
general-purpose experiment management tools for distributed systems”. In: Future Generation
Computer Systems 45 (2015), pages 1–12.
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XPFlow20

Experiment description and execution as a Business Process Workflow
Supports parallel execution of activities, error handling,

snapshotting, built-in logging and provenance collection, etc.
20Tomasz Buchert. “Managing large-scale, distributed systems research experiments with

control-flows”. PhD Thesis. Université de Lorraine, Jan. 2016.
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Some virtualization & cloud experiments (1/2)

I Virtual machines management
� Study of the migration process ; SimGrid model21

� Improving performance of VM migration22

� Evaluation of VM placement strategies23

21Laurent Pouilloux, Takahiro Hirofuchi, and Adrien Lebre. “SimGrid VM: Virtual Machine
Support for a Simulation Framework of Distributed Systems”. In: IEEE Transactions on Cloud
Computing (Sept. 2015).

22Pierre Riteau. “Dynamic Execution Platforms over Federated Clouds”. PhD Thesis.
Université Rennes 1, Dec. 2011.

23Adrien Lebre, Jonathan Pastor, and Mario Südholt. “VMPlaceS: A Generic Tool to Investigate
and Compare VM Placement Algorithms”. In: Europar 2015. Vienne, Austria, Aug. 2015.
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Some virtualization & cloud experiments (2/2)

I Energy efficiency of cloud infrastructures242526

I Design & improvement of cloud middlewares
� Autonomic IaaS Cloud: Snooze27

� Fog computing, Distributed OpenStack (DISCOVERY project,
Inria/Orange joint lab)2829

24Mascha Kurpicz, Anne-Cécile Orgerie, and Anita Sobe. “How much does a VM cost?
Energy-proportional Accounting in VM-based Environments”. In: PDP. 2016.

25Violaine Villebonnet et al. “Towards Generalizing" Big Little" for Energy Proportional HPC and
Cloud Infrastructures”. In: BdCloud. 2014.

26Md Sabbir Hasan, Frederico Alvares de Oliveira, Thomas Ledoux, and Jean Louis Pazat.
“Enabling Green Energy awareness in Interactive Cloud Application”. In: CloudCom. 2016.

27Eugen Feller. “Autonomic and Energy-Efficient Management of Large-Scale Virtualized Data
Centers”. Theses. Université Rennes 1, Dec. 2012.

28Frédéric Desprez et al. “Energy-Aware Massively Distributed Cloud Facilities: The
DISCOVERY Initiative”. In: GreenCom. Dec. 2015.

29Bastien Confais, Adrien Lebre, and Benoit Parrein. “Performance Analysis of Object Store
Systems in a Fog/Edge Computing Infrastructures”. In: CloudCom. 2016.
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Virtualization & Cloud XP requirements

I Efficient provisioning of hypervisors
X Kadeploy (support for Xen & KVM)

I Storage (VM images, large datasets)
X Storage5k (reserved NFS storage), Ceph clusters

I Easy cloud stacks provisioning
X Two available methods for OpenStack (Puppet-based,

Docker/Kolla-based)

I Networking support
X Reconfiguration using KaVLAN

F Including one 48-nodes cluster with 4x10G + 1x1G NICs, with
DPDK support (feedback welcomed!)

X Reservable and routable IP addresses for VMs
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What’s new?

I New clusters in Lille (with GPUs) and Lyon

I Large storage space available in Toulouse (OSIRIM project)

I Reserve disks on nodes to store datasets between nodes reservations

I Minor improvement (but important for usability): OAR job extensions

I Housekeeping: user images for Debian 9
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What’s next?
I New clusters in 2017: Nancy (deep learning), Nantes (energy), Lille and

Grenoble (HPC)

I Federation (Fed4FIRE+ EU project, 2017-2022)

I SILECS project:
� Grid’5000 and FIT merge
� A new infrastructure for large-scale experimental computer science
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Conclusions
I Grid’5000: a testbed for high-quality, reproducible research on HPC,

Clouds, Big Data and Networking

I With a unique combination of features
� Description and verification of testbed

� Reconfiguration (hardware, network)

� Monitoring

� Support for automation of experiments

I Good support for virtualization and cloud experiments

I Try it yourself!
� Free account through the Open Access program

http://www.grid5000.fr/open-access

� Tutorials available on the website (and on Monday at COMPAS)

https://www.grid5000.fr
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Deploying Cloud stacks: challenges

I Cloud stacks are complex beasts

I Short release cycles (6 months) but need to stay up-to-date

I Provisioning tools:

� Need a low entry barrier (for tutorials etc.)

� Need support for customization

� Need to scale (many-nodes experiments)
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Deploying Cloud stacks: historical efforts
I Grid’5000 school, June 2011: tutorial about Nimbus and OpenNebula

(custom-made scripts)

I April 2012: workshop about IaaS on Grid’5000
� One solution for OpenStack (custom-made script)

� Three solutions for OpenNebula (two using Ruby+Chef, one
unspecified)

I Grid’5000 school, December 2012, tutorials:
� Nimbus, OpenNebula and Cloudstack (engines for an orchestration

tool, g5k-campaign)

� OpenStack (using PuppetLabs’ OpenStack modules + script)
F Maintained until Grizzly (2013.1)

F 2014: Attempts to port it to IceHouse (2014.1) by the technical
team, additional problems with Neutron (required 3 NICs)

I 2015: Users survey: 10 different ways to deploy OpenStack on
Grid’5000 (various versions, various tools)
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Current solution

I Most promising user solution made official (work by Matthieu Simonin
and Pascal Morillon)
� Core: OpenStack’s official Puppet modules
� Instantiated on an basic Ubuntu 14.04 image
� Orchestration using Rake (≈ Ruby’s make)
� , Easy to support new releases (complexity in Puppet modules)
� , Easy to customize (already received users contributions)
� / Quite slow to deploy (18.5 mins, inc. resources reservation)

I Related work:
� CloudLab: One image per node type, Python + bash scripts for

setup, no customization instructions

� Chameleon: DevStack-based single node deployment
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